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1.1 Related Manuals 
The related manuals for AX-3 Series programmable logic controllers are listed below. 
 AX-3 Series Quick Start (this manual)  

 This quick start helps you create and use the system in a short time. Besides presenting you with basic system 
framework, this quick start uses example to demonstrate how to design, write programs, use variables as well as 
function blocks (FB) and download the PLC program to the PLC. Refer to Appendix A Troubleshooting of AX-3 
Series Operation Manual, if any error occurs.  

 AX-3 Series Operation Manual 
 This manual introduces CPU functions, devices, module tables, electrical specifications, appearances and 
dimension, basic concept of motion control, basic configurations, troubleshooting, and so forth. 

 AS Series Hardware Manual 
This manual introduces electrical specifications, wirings of CPU modules and modules, appearances, dimensions, 
and so forth. 

 AS Series Module Manual 
 This manual introduces special I/O modules such as network modules, analog I/O modules, temperature 
measurement modules, and so forth. 

 AX Series Motion Controller Manual  
 This introduces single-axis and multi-axes instructions for programming the AX Series Motion Controllers. 

 AX Series Standard Instructions Manual  
This introduces standard instructions for programming the AX Series Controllers.  

 DIADesigner-AX User Manual 
 This manual introduces the use of the software, programming languages, including Ladder Diagram (LD), Sequential 

Function Chart (SFC), Structured Text (ST), and Function Block Diagram (FBD), as well as Program Organization 
Unit (POU), tasks and editing techniques for motion control programs. 

 

Graphics used in the manual 

Graph Significance 

 Click the left mouse button  

 Click the right mouse button 

 Double-click the left mouse button 

 Press and hold the left mouse button, and then move the mouse without releasing the button 

 Use a keyboard 

 Operating sequence. This is used when the operating sequence is mentioned. For example,  

and   

 Number used with a picture 
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1.2 System Framework 
The AX-3 Series PLC is a small-to-medium programmable logic control system. Execution speed and memory capacity 
are increased. Complete program development using function blocks is also supported. In order to meet more advanced 
application requirements, the AX-3 programmable logic controllers provide more flexible system extension frameworks. 
Under such system frameworks, you do not need to use multiple CPU modules to control the system because of too 
many I/O points or the equipment being too far away. System completeness has been retained, and you can be more 
efficient in project development.  

Minimum framework requirements for the AX-3 system:  

To create the AX-3 Series system, you need one CPU module and one power supply module to operate the CPU 
module. 

Power supply module + AX-3 series PLC (AS-PS02 + AS308E-A) 

 

 
 

The following are the limits for setting up a common framework for the AX-3 Series PLC system. 

Exceeding any of the following limits triggers an error message:  

Limit 1: Up to 32 extension modules can be connected to the PLC. The power module and CPU module are not included. 

Limit 2: The maximum data capacity for inputs is 8192 bytes and for outputs is 8192 bytes.   
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1.3 CPU Operation 
The CPU module is the heart of the AX Series system. It is responsible not only for the execution of the logic program, 
but also the data exchange and processing of communication data. The relation between the AX system and external 
devices is shown below. 

 
Here shows a simplified system procedures related to initialization, diagnosis, communication, and program procedures 
related to external interrupts and timed interrupts. Refer to the other manuals for more information. Check the following 
sections for the task of CPU operation.  
 
1.3.1 Task 
You define one or more tasks for controlling and executing the program blocks (POUs) in the PLC. You define a task with 
a name, a priority, and a type, which determines which condition triggers the start of the task. You can define this condition 
either by time (cyclic-interval, freewheeling) or by the occurrence of an internal or external event to process the task. 
A task calls one or more program blocks (POUs). With the combination of priority and condition, you define the order in 
which the tasks are processed. You can configure a watchdog for each task. 
 
Rules for the processing order of the defined tasks: 

• If the task condition is satisfied, then the system processes the task. 
• If several tasks satisfy the condition for processing at the same time, then the system processes the tasks with 

the highest priority first. 
• If several tasks with the same priority level satisfy the condition for processing at the same time, then the 

system processes the longest waiting task first. 
• The program calls are processed in the order they appear in the configuration dialog of the task. 
• If a called program has the same name in the device tree of the application and in a library or project-global in 

the POU window, then the application program is used. 
 
Note: Set the priority level from 0 to 31. If the set number is closer to 0, it has higher priority.   

System 
operation 

I/O 
refresh 

Program 
operation 

Input m
odule 

O
utput m

odule 

CPU module 

AX Series system 

Switch Relay 

AC motor 
drive 

Temperature 

Pressure Electric 
valve 

External input device External output device 
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1.3.2 Task Types 
There are five types of task types:    
 
 Cyclic Task： 

The system processes the task in cycles. The cycle time of the task is defined in the input field Interval. 
 

 Event Task： 
The system starts processing the Event Task as soon as the global variable defined in the input 
field Event contains a rising edge. The variable must be a Boolean value.  
 

 Freewheeling Task： 
The system starts processing the Freewheeling Task again automatically in a continuous loop at program start and 
at the end of a complete pass.  
 

 Status Task： 
The system starts Status Task processing as soon as the variable defined in the Event input field yields the  
Boolean value TRUE. 
 

1.3.3 Bus Cycle Task 
If the task condition is satisfied, then the system processes the task. Set the priority level from 0 to 31. If the set number 
is closer to 0, it has higher priority. The system processes the task in the order of Task Group in Task Configuration.  
 
Behavior of the bus cycle 

Output buffer

Input buffer

      

IO input 

IO output

Task1       Task1

      Task2

      Task3 Task3

Task2

0ms 1ms 2ms

Pause

Pause
  
   

❶

❷

❸

❹

❺

❻

① ①

① ①

 
 
Task 1: Priority＝1, Bus cycle Task, Cyclic Task 

Task 2: Priority＝3, Event Task 

Task 3: Priority＝5, Freewheeling Task 
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❶ The condition for starting Task 1 is met; Task 1 starts.  
❷ Task 1 completes and the I/O data from buffer is exchanged with the I/O channel (physical  
   hardware.) Task 3 starts.   
❸ The condition for starting Task 2 is met and Task 2 has higher priority than Task 3 does. Thus Task 2  
   starts and Task 3 halts.    
❹ The condition for starting Task 1 is met and Task 1 has higher priority than Task 2 does. Thus Task 3  
   starts and Task 4 halts.       
❺ Task 1 completes and the I/O data from buffer is exchanged with the I/O channel (physical  
   hardware.) Task 2 starts again.   
❻ Task 2 completes and the Task 3 starts again.   
 

Note ➀: The messages are normally sent on the bus in this task. Other tasks copy only the I/O data from an internal 
buffer that is exchanged only with the physical hardware in the bus cycle task. 
 
1.3.4 Watchdog 

If the task exceeds the time set for the watchdog, then the task is halted with an error status. 

 
 

• Several consecutive timeouts: 

Sensitivity: 0, watchdog timeout = time *1  

Sensitivity: n, watchdog timeout = time *n 

*1 
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2.1 Preparations 
2.1.1 Hardware 
The example uses the following hardware. 

1. AS Series Power Module 2. AX-3 Series CPU Module  
(built-in with Ethernet communication port) 

AS-PS02A x 1 AX-324N x 1 
 

 

 

 

3. AS Series analog input/output module 
(4AI+2AO channels) 

  

AS06XA-A x 1  
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2.1.2 Software 
 System requirements 

Project System Requirement 

Runtime System DIADesigner-AX V1.00 or later  

Operating System Windows 7 / 8.1 / 10 (32/64 bits) 

CPU Intel Celeron 540 1.8 GHz (min.), Intel Core i5 M520 2.4 GHz (min.) 

Memory 2 GB or more (recommend to use 4 GB or more) 

Hard Disk Drive 10 GB or more 

Monitor Resolution 1920 x 1080 Pixels recommend 

Keyboard/Mouse General Keyboard Mouse or Windows compatible device 

PC interface Ethernet, USB, Serial port (depends on product interface) 

Software Need to install .Net Framework 4.6.2 

 

2.1.3 Tools and Materials 
The required tools and the materials are listed below. 
 A personal computer on which the software mentioned above is installed 
 A 100-240 VAC and 50/60 Hz power supply socket 
 A 24 VDC power supply 
 A power cable  
 A pin type terminal arranging kit 
 At least 20 pin terminals 
 A screwdriver 
 A USB cable or a network cable. 

 Prepare accessories such as a switch and a bulb to simulate the activity of external equipment if necessary. 
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2.2 Installation 
2.2.1 Installing Modules 
The illustration below is AS300 CPU NOT AX-308E. It is for illustration purposes only.   
 
1. Install the PLC onto the power supply module, and then insert the module hooks into the DIN rail mounting slot. 
2. Link the I/O modules on the right side of the PLC and make sure they are hooked together. Push the modules into 

the DIN rail until you hear a clic. (The following illustration demonstrates with AS300 CPU, not AX-324N.) 

 

 

If there is a vibration source near the installation site, install anti-vibration baffles on the sides of the AX Series modules 
for better stabilization, such as the gray baffles show below. 
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 Install the baffles: 
 Hook the baffle onto the DIN rail and press it down as the directional arrow shows below.  

 

 

 
 Use screws to secure the baffle.  

 

 

 
 The completed baffle installation is as shown below. 
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2.2.2 Installing / Removable Terminal Blocks 
2.2.2.1 Installing/Removing the Removable Terminal Block on the CPU  
 Installation 

1. Align the terminal block at the port, and press it into the CPU. 
 

 

 

 
 Removal 

COM port (on the left): Push the clips inward as the arrow 1 shown to release the terminal block and then pull it up 
as the arrow 2 shown.  
I/O port (on the right): Pull the clips backward as the arrow 1 to release the terminal block and then pull it up as 
the arrow 2 shown. 

 

1

1
1

1

22
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2.2.2.1 Installing/Removing the Removable Terminal Block on the Module  
 Installation 

Align the terminal block at the port, and press it into the module. 
 

 

 

 
 Removal 

Push the clips inward as the arrow 1 shown to release the terminal block and then pull it up as the arrow 2 shown. 
 

1 1

2
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2.3 Wiring 
After installation is done, you can start wiring. For your own safety, remember to turn off the power supply before wiring. 
Connect the power module and analog module first. You can also connect the signal cables to the switches and bulbs for 
testing. The example framework is as shown below.  

 

+24V
24G

LG
L
N

PS02A AX Series 
PLC

06XA

24V
0V

     100~240V

 

Find the detailed wiring descriptions in the following sections. You may also refer to the AS Series Module Manual for more 
information.  
 

2.3.1 Wiring the Power Supply Module 
 The alternating-current input voltage must be between 100–240 VAC. Connect the power supply to terminals L and 

N. Please note if you connect the 110 VAC or the 220 VAC power supply to the input terminals +24V and 24G, 
it will damage the PLC. 

 If power is interrupted for less than 10 milliseconds, the PLC keeps running without being affected. If power is 
interrupted for more than 10 milliseconds, or if the voltage of the power supply decreases, the PLC stops running, 
and there is no output. When the power supply returns to normal, the PLC resumes. Notice that there are latched 
auxiliary relays and registers in the PLC when you write the program.   

 For power supply cables (L and N) and ground cable (LG), use single-wire cables or twin-wire cables with a diameter 
of 22 AWG–18 AWG and with less than 2mm pin terminals. Only use copper conducting wires with a temperature of 
60/75°C. 

22-18AWG< 2mm 8-10mm
 

2.3.2 Supplying Power 
After you complete the wiring, supply power to the CPU module. Make sure the CPU module is set to STOP before you 
supply power to the CPU module. The CPU module starts initializing once it is supplied with power. Since there is no 
program or hardware configuration in the CPU module, only the power indicator will be ON. This is normal.  
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2.4 Example 
After you install the hardware, wire the modules, and supply power to the CPU module, you can then write the program. 
This manual provides users with an example program to show you how to create a new project and how to download the 
program to the CPU module step by step.  
 

2.4.1 System Framework 

 

 Control action 
This example is the basic design of the water supply of a multi-story building. Tap water is automatically supplied 
from the underground pool, and the water in the underground pool can be transported to the water tower on top of 
the building by the pump. The water is distributed by gravity to every story in the building, and the action of the 
pump is controlled by the level switches in the underground pool and in the water tower. To monitor the water 
supply, the level meter is installed in the underground pool. The water storage capacity of the underground pool is 
monitored at all times. 
 

 Devices connected to the I/O modules: 
1. A single-point level switch (contact A) 

The single-point level switch is installed in the underground pool, and the signal (Low) contact is connected to the 
digital input module. 

2. A two-point level switch (contact A) 
The two-point level switch is installed in the water tower on top of the building, and the signal (Low & High) contact 
is connected to the digital input module. 

3. A pump 
The pump is installed near the underground pool. The device to which the PLC actually connects is the control 
panel, not the pump. For common uses, there are three digital inputs and one digital output: remote control x 1 (DI) 
& Run x 1 (DI) & Trip x 1 (DI) & Start x 1 (DO) are connected to the digital input/output module.   
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4. A level meter 
The level meter is installed in the underground pool, and the signal (Level) contact is connected to the analog input 
module. 0–10V corresponds to 0–10M. 0 V means that the water is 0.0 meters deep, and 10 V means that the 
water is 10.0 meters deep. 

 
 The control condition of the pump: 
1. Start: If the water level inside the water tower is low and that inside the underground pool is not low, the pump 

refills the water tower. 
2. Stop: If the water level inside the water tower is high, or if the water level inside the underground pool is low, the 

pump stops running. 
 
2.4.2 Creating a New Project 
After you complete the hardware installation and know a thing or two about how a controller works, you can start creating 
a new project and writing programs.  

Double-click the DIADesigner-AX icon   to open DIADesigner-AX. Click New Project  on the Start Page or 
select File > New Project (Ctrl+N) to create a new project. 

 
 

Next you will see a window with two sections, Categories and Templates. Click Projects in the Categories section and 
click Standard project in the Templates section. After that create a Name and specify a location for the project and then 
click OK.  
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And a Standard Project dialog appears. You can select the device and the programming language from the drop-down list. 
Click OK, the system generate a cyclic task with a default PLC_PRG.   

 
 
After a new project is successfully created, you can see a project management area in the left side of the window. All the 
options are listed in nodes. Click View -> Devices (Alt+0) on the tool bar, if nothing appears in the project management 
area.  

 
 
The operation interface of the software: 

 Function area: The main functions of the software are in this area. Many frequently used functions are placed on the 

toolbar, and other functions are placed on the menus.  
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 Project management area: The framework of the project is displayed in this area. You can see the relations among 

the objects in the tree structure, which increases project management efficiency. 

 Work area: The editing work is in this area. 

 Output area: Information resulting from the execution of the function is displayed in this area.  

 Status area: The project and communication information are displayed in this area. 
 
2.4.3 Hardware Configurations 
After the project is created, you can configure the hardward. Suppose you set the following configurations.  

 The digital input addresses of the CPU (16 inputs): %IX0.0 ~ %IX0.7 & %IX1.0 ~ %IX1.7 

 The digital output addresses of the CPU (8 outputs): %QX0.0 ~ %QX0.7 

 The analog input addresses of the 06XA (4 channels): %ID2 ~ %ID5 

 The analog output addresses of the 06XA (2 channels): %QD1 ~ %QD2 

 The low point of the water level inside the underground pool: %IX0.0 

 The low point of the water level inside the water tower: %IX0.1 

 The high point of the water level inside the water tower: %IX0.2 

 Remote control of the pump: %IX0.3 

 The RUN of the pump: %IX0.4 

 The TRIP of the pump: %IX0.5 

 The START of the pump: %QX0.0 

 The value of the watrer level inside the underground pool: %ID2 

 

With the information above, you can configure the hardware now. Double-click  on the 
Device section to open the Hardware Configurate (Device) window as the image shown below.  
 

 
Hardware Configuration (Device): This is the main work area for system configuration and settings. 

Product List Editor: Here listed out all supported modules for the selected CPU. 
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Click  to see all the supported modules on the right window (Product List Editor).  
Click to unfold the list. Click the module name to see a short module description. 

 

 

 
 
Double-click or drag and drop the extension module (06XA) that you’d like to add from the Product List. Newly added 
extension modules will apper on the right-side of the AX-3 Series PLC. And the device names will also show up on the left-
side under Delta_LocalBus_Master.      
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In order to complete the basic setting, set the relation between the signals and the conversion values for the analog 
module. Double-click the module to open the Parameter window. 
 

 

 
Use the drop-down list to select a suitable value.  

 

 
Click AS06XA-A I/O Mapping to see the auto-assigned address of each input/output channels.   
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2.4.4 Creating Global Symbols 
In order to make the program more readable, the I/O addresses are accompanied by global symbols. Use these symbols 
when you write the program. The global symbols are as follows. 

Global symbol table 
Bit (Hardware: I/O on the PLC) 

Identifier Address Data type 
Tank_B1F_LSW %IX0.0 BOOL 
Tank_RF_LSW %IX0.1 BOOL 
Tank_RF_HSW %IX0.2 BOOL 
SPP01_Remote %IX0.3 BOOL 
SPP01_Run %IX0.4 BOOL 
SPP01_Trip %IX0.5 BOOL 
SPP01_Start %QX0.0 BOOL 
Tank_B1F_LT %ID2 DINT 

Bit (Software) 
SPP01_Auto  BOOL 
SPP01_Man_SW  BOOL 

 
With the information above, now we can create the global symbols.  

1. Right-click  under the node of PLC Logic to open a context menu. Select Add Object to see 
another context menu. Select Global Variable List to open the Add Global Variable List window.  
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2. Click Add on the Add Global Variable List window to add a new global variable list. A default name “GVL” is shown 
automatically. You can define a new name for the new gloval variable list.   
 

 
 

3. When shown in the tabular view, you can see the cursor below the column “Name”. You can click  for the 

textual view or click  to switch back to the tabular view. When shown in the textual view, you can find two 
varialbes, including VAR_GLOBAL and END_VAR.    

 
 

4. Right-click on the blank space of GVL window or click the  button to insert a new variable. The default scope 
of the added variable is global and default data type is BOOL. You can define the name for the added varialbes.     

 
 

5. Double-click the value in the column of Data Type and the drop-down list button  appears. 
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6. Click  to see two options, Input Assistant and Array Wizard, for configurations: Input Assistant for the data 
type of the varialbes; Array Wizard for the array configurations.    
 

 
 

7. You can enter a value for initialization for the variable.  

 
 
8. Follow the steps above to add more global variables and set the corresponding IO addresses for the variables. And 

then you will have a global variable list as the example image shown below. 
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2.4.5 Creating Function Blocks 

The procedure in this example is to create a function block first. You can create the main program first if you prefer.   
There is no relation between the function block and the main program, and they run separately. However, you should 
create a function first when the function is used repeatedly. 
The control relation among the underground pool, the water tower, and the pump can be represented by function blocks. 
There are usually two water systems in a multi-story building. If you create the function blocks, you only need to change 
the variables of the input and output pins to complete the second water system.  
 
With the information above, now we can create the function block.  

1. Right-click  under the node of PLC Logic to open a context menu. Select Add Object to see 
another context menu. Select POU to open the Add POU window.  

 
 
2. You can define a new name for the function block. Select Function block in the Type section and click Add to add 

a function block.  
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3. After that you can find the newly created FB under the node of Application on the tree view. And the FB editing 
window is on the right side.   

 

 
 
Create the local symbols. The way to create the local symbols is the same as to creat global symbols. You can use the 
global symbols in the internal program, but by doing so, the protability and convenience of using the function block are 
decreased. The local symbols and global symbols can bear the same name. But the local symbol has a higher priority.   
 
The local symbols used in this example are as follows. 

Declaration type Identifier Data type 
VAR_INPUT Tank_B_LSW BOOL 
VAR_INPUT Tank_R_LSW BOOL 
VAR_INPUT Tank_R_HSW BOOL 
VAR_INPUT Pump_Remote BOOL 
VAR_INPUT Pump_Run BOOL 
VAR_INPUT Pump_Trip BOOL 
VAR_IN_OUT Pump_Auto BOOL 
VAR_IN_OUT Pump_Man_SW BOOL 
VAR_OUTPUT Pump_Start BOOL 
VAR Pump_Out BOOL 

 
You can double-click the variables below the Scope tab and reselect a new scope type.   
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VAR_INPUT 
When you run the program, the value of the external variable is brought into the internal variable. If the value of the 
corresponding internal variable is changed, it is not transmitted to the external variable. VAR_INPUT is often used if the 
value of the external variable should not be modified. Most of the inputs in this example are digital inputs, and these 
should not be modified. The modifying the values of these variables affects the execution of the program or the use of 
the function block. In order to prevent the values of these variables from being modified in the program, use the 
declaration type VAR_INPUT. 
 
VAR_IN_OUT 
When you run the program, the value of the external variable is brought into the internal variable. After the program 
comes to an end, the value is transmitted to the external variable. VAR_IN_OUT is often used if the value of the variable 
should be modified. Generally speaking, Pump_Auto and Pump_Man_SW in this example are used in the SCADA 
system to set the control mode of the pump. It may seem that this type of variable, VAR_INPUT, meets the requirement. 
However, you need to switch the control mode of the pump from automatic mode to manual mode to stop the command 
from being output when the pump trips. Therefore, declare these two variables to the type of VAR_IN_OUT.  
 
VAR_OUTPUT 
When you run the program, the value of the external variable is not brought into the internal variable, but the previous 
stored value is used instead. After the program comes to an end, the value is transmitted to the external variable. 
Generally speaking, this type of variable appears in the output of the instruction. The variable Pump_Start used in this 
example belongs to this type of usage. 
 
VAR 
When the program is run, VAR is evaluated as an internal variable. Just like VAR_OUTPUT, the previous stored value is 
used instead. Generally speaking, with no transmission function, the variable is used as a register when it is used in the 
program. The variable Pump_Out used in this example belongs to this type of usage. 
 
After the creation of function blocks is done, the table should look like this: 
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Now you can start editing the contents of the function blocks. If you need to add comments while editing the function 
block, you need to go to Tools -> Options -> FBD, LD and IL editor to select the option Show network comment and 
then click OK to confirm the setting. 

 
 
Double-click the upper space of the network section to add comments. Press the Enter key on your keyboard to go to the 
next line.  

 
 
Now you can start programming. Here we use the Ladder Logic Diagram (LD) as the programming language in this example. 
You can either click where you’d like to add the element and then click the on the tool bar above to add. Or find 

  in the Ladder Elements of the ToolBox on the right side of the window. (ToolBox -> Ladder Elements -> 
). Select the element and drag it to where you’d like to add the coil. Once you see the green box appears, drop 

it there. 

 

 
Click the ??? section to type a new name, for example, Pump_Remote and then press the Enter key.  
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You can use the shortcut Ctrl+K to quickly add several  in.  
 

 
 
If you need the condition of with water in the underground pool and no water in the water tower, the state of Tank_R_LSM 
should be False. Right-click the contact of Tank_R_LSM and select Negation from the drop-down list.  

 

 
You can add a coil by either clicking where you’d like to add a coil and then clicking on the tool bar above to add or 

finding  in the Ladder Elements of the ToolBox on the right side of the window (ToolBox -> Ladder Elements -> 

). Select the element and drag it to where you’d like to add the coil. Once you see the green box appears, drop it 

there.  
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Click the ??? section to type a new name, for example, Pump_Out and then press the Enter key. Right-click the contact 
of Pump_Out and select Set/Reset from the drop-down list. 

 
 
Three methods for you to insert a new network.  
1.  Click where you’d like to add a network above and then click on the tool bar above to add a new network 

above the network you have selected.  
2.  Find  in the Ladder Elements of the ToolBox on the right side of the window. (ToolBox -> Ladder Elements -> 

); select the element and drag it to where you’d like to add the network, once you see the green box appears, 

drop it there.  
3.  Right-click the created network and select Insert Network or Insert Network (below) from the drop-down list.  
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A new network has been created, you can start programming in the same way as mentioned before.  

 
 
If you need the condition of no water in the underground pool or the pump trips, you can click where you’d like to add a 
parallel negated contact and then click  on the tool bar above to add. Or find 

 in the Ladder Elements of the ToolBox on the right side of the window (ToolBox -> Ladder 

Elements -> ), select the element and drag it to where you’d like to add the parallel negated 

contact. Once you see the green obtrangular form appears, drop it there. Click the ??? section to type a new name, for 
example, Tank_B_LSW and then press the Enter key.  
 

 

 
Write the following program in the same way. 
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Now you have complete an automatic control program. Write the following program in the same way. 
 

 
 
You have created the function block POU. Save the project.  
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2.4.6 Creating Main Programs 
After we created the function block, we can now create main programs.   

1. Right-click under the node of PLC Logic to open a context menu. Select Add Object to see 
another context menu. Select POU to open the Add POU window.  

 

 
 

2. You can define a new name for the function block. Select Program in the Type section and click Add to add a 
function block.  
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3. After that you can find the newly created PLC_PRG (PRG) under the node of Application on the tree view. And 
the main program editing window is on the right side.   

 

 

 
The difference between the function block and the main program is that the function block has to be called before it runs, 
whereas the main program runs when it is added in the Task. This example omits creating local symbols for the main 
program. Use what we have learned from the function block section to write the following program. 

 

 
Two methods to call the function block.  
Method 1:  
Click any blank space in the network to have the functional buttons on the toolbar activated. Click the functional button

Insert Box with EN/ENO on the toolbar to open the Input Assistant window. Select Funciton blocks under the 

Categories tab. Unfold the node of Application and select FB_SPP_Sys and then click OK. 
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Method 2: 
Click in the General of the ToolBox on the right side of the window (ToolBox -> General -> 

). Select and drag it to where you’d like to add the FB_SPP_Sys. Once you see the green 

obtrangular form appears, drop it there. Click the ??? section to type the name of the function block. You can also click 
 after clicking the ??? section to select Funciton blocks under the Categories tab. Unfold the node of Application 

and select FB_SPP_Sys and then click OK. 

 

 
After that the system will declare a data block for this function block automatically. Its POU name is the same as the 
name of the function block. If you need to change the POU name, click the function block name and then press the Enter 
key once or twice on your keyboard to open an Auto Declare window. Redefine the POU name and click OK.  

 
Here the data block is created as a local symbol in the main program. The way to create a data block is the same as the 
way you create a local symbol. The only difference is that you do not need to specify the data type. The system will auto 
fill the name of the data type to be the same as the name of the function block.  
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Refer to the followings and type the corresponding name of the global symbol in the contacts. After you save the file, the 
program is complete.  

 

 
You can click  to compile the project to check if the syntax of the current program is correct. Compiling the project 

involves not only checking the syntax, but also compiling all programs as well as the contents of the function block. 
 

 

Note: In order to help you understand the control program, the example provided here is simple. The actual control 
program is much more complex because the functions related to checking for start failure and conversion from the local 
control to remote control must be taken into account. You can make use of the tools in the ToolBox on the right side of 
the window and instructions in the Input Assistant to write programs.  
 
If you need to create a second system, you only need to call “FB_SPP_Sys” again. Type the name of the function block 
to have the same function block as the one used in the first system. Note that do NOT use the same function block in two 
systems if the values of VAR_OUTPUT and VAR of the two systems can affects each other. In that case, create a new 
function block for the second system, as shown below. 
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3.1 Preparation 
Chapter 3 provides users with the example, which is the most commonly used with AX series products, to create basic 
projects of motion control, as well as the required software, hardware, and tools explained in this section. 

 

3.1.1 Hardware 
The hardware needed in the example is as follows. 

1. AS Series Power Module (AS-PS02A)  2. AX-3 Series CPU Module (AX-308E)  

 

 

 

 

3. ASDA-A2-0421-E Servo Drive (EtherCAT)  4. ASDA-A2-0421-M Servo Drive (CANOpen)  
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3.1.2 Software 
The software needed in the example is as follows.  

 DIADesigner-AX V1.0.0 and above. 

 

3.1.3 Tools and Materials 

The tools and the materials needed in the example are as follows: 

 Personal computer (with software DIADesigner-AX installed)  

 A 100~240VAC 50/60Hz power supply socket 

 A 24VDC power supply 

 A cable 

 A pin type terminal arranging kit 

 At least 20 pieces of pin type terminals 

 A screwdriver 

 An USB cable or a network cable  

 

3.2 Setup Servo Axis Projects via EtherCAT 
The example is a dual-axis servo drive project which controls moving back and forth. 

 

3.2.1 System Hardware Configuration 
AX-308 connects to two servo drivers (ASDA-A2-E) directly through EtherCAT communication ports to control the 
positioning of dual-axis servo motors. 
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 Tools and materials 

Numbering Item Model Number Q’ty 

1 AS Series Power Module AS-PS02A 1 

2 AX-3 Series CPU Module AX-308EA0MA1T 1 

3 Power supply DVP-PS02 1 

4 Servo drive (EtherCAT)  ASDA-A2-0421-E 2 

5 Servo motor ECMA-C10604ES 2 

6 Servo power cable ASD-ABPW0003 2 

7 Servo encoder cable ASD-ABEN0003 2 

8 EtherCAT communication cable (1 meter)  UC-EMC010-02A 2 

 

 Configuring hardware limits 

Configure the hardware limit on CN1 or CN7 which CN7 connector is used in the following example. 

Use external power DC24V and set Reverse/ Forward limit switches. Then configure DI9~DI10 pin functions of ASDA-
A2-E Servo with same parameter setting.  

 

 CN7 Extension DI  

Pin No. Signal Name 
Terminal 
Symbol 

Function and Description 

1 
VDD 

24 V power 
COM+ 

VDD (24 V) power is the same as the voltage of Pin11 
in CN1. 

2 Extension DI9 EDI9- Digital input pin 9- 

3 Extension DI10 EDI10- Digital input pin 10- 

4 Extension DI11 EDI11- Digital input pin 11- 

5 Extension DI12 EDI12- Digital input pin 12- 

6 Extension DI13 EDI13- Digital input pin 13- 

7 Extension DI14 EDI14- Digital input pin 14- 
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 Limit switch in ASDA-A2-E 

 

 

 

*Note: For more information regarding signal configuration in ASDA-A2-E, please refer to the user manuals of Delta ASDA-
A2 Series. 

 

3.2.2 Create New Projects and POUs 
3.2.2.1 Create a New Project 

1. First, open the programming software DIADesigner-AX. 
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2. The display of DIADesigner-AX is shown as below. 

 

 

3. Click on “File”. 
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4. To create a new project, select "New Project" from the drop-down menu for DIADesigner-AX V1.0.0 or select 
“Standard Project” from the drop-down menu for DIADesigner-AX V1.1.0 or later.  

 

 

5. Select “Project AX-308EA0MA1T” after entering New Project page. Name the project in the field of Name and 
choose a path to the archive location, then click OK to move to the next page.  
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6. After entering the project page, double click the target object in the project tree on the left side of the page to open 
a certain program or configure settings of relating modules. 

 

 

7. Double click on “Network Configuration” to create servo axes in the system. 
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8. After entering “Network Configuration” page, select the servo drive slave based on EtherCAT and double click on it 
to add new axes. 

 

 

 

9. Move the cursor onto , then click and hold the left mouse button and drag the yellow line to connect with the 
line of EtherCAT_1. 
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10. After connecting with EtherCAT_1, the slave device is displayed in the project tree (fields with red borders) which 
also means it is successfully configured with EtherCAT communication. 

 

 

 

11. Double click on “EtherCAT_Master_SoftMotion”. 
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12. On the EtherCAT_Master_SoftMotion page, set “Cycle time” and “Sync offset” as 2ms and 50 respectively. 

 

 

 

3.2.2.2 Axis Parameter Settings 

1. Select the first servo axis “SM_Drive_ETC_Delta_ASDA_A2” and double click on it. 
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2. In this example, choose “Ball Screw” as the mechanism type after entering “SM_Drive_ETC_Delta_ASDA_A2” 
page. 

 

 

3. Then configure the mechanism setting, which is related to the result of gear rato, with input of 1,280,000 for 
“Command pulse per motor rotation” and 1mm for “Pitch”. 

(Servo gear ratio P1−44P1−45
= Motor Pulse per revolution

Command Pulse per rotation) 
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4. Since the gear reducer ratio is 10:1, input 1 for the numerator and 10 for the denominator. 

 

 

5. When finished the configuration of gear ratio, click “Homing Setting” to enter the page.。 
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6. Choose the “Homing mode” corresponded to the hardware limit configuratuon, which the detailed descriptions of all 
homing modes are shown on the lower half of the page. 
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7. Set the proper homing speed which should match with the mechanism. If the speed is too fast, the hardware limit 
would possibly be exceeded.  
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8. After finish the settings of gear ratio and homing mode, the parameters on the servo drive need to be tested for DI9 
and DI10 inputs placed on the servo as a result of hardware limit. To configure the pin functions of DI9 and DI10, 
double click on “ASD_A2_E”. 

 

 

9. Click “Startup Parameters” tab on the ASD_A2_E page. 
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10. Click “Add” to add new parameters on “Startup parameters” page. 

 

 

11. Select “P2-36” and hold the Shift button to select multiple parametres. Then click OK to add the selected 
parameters.  
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12. The selected parameters you’ve just added will be displayed on the list. 

 

 

13. Set the value of P2-36 to 34 and P2-37 to 35 in deximal mode. (DI9 is set to negative limit (B pin) ; DI10 is set to 
positive limit (Normally Closed pin) (All the setting values on this parameter list will be downloaded to the servo drive 
once the EtherCAT communication is established.)  

 

 

14. Use the same operation to configure the following parameters as well as setting the DI4~DI7 input status to be 
OFF and the gear ratio on the servo drive to be 1:1. 

 

 

15. Continue to configure the second servo axis with the same setting operation as the first axis. 
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 Servo parameters 

The following parameters and values are used for this example on the Startup Parameter page. 

Parameter Function Setting Value 
P1-44 Gear ratio numerator 1 
P1-45 Gear ratio denominator 1 
P2-13 DI4 digital input pin function 256 
P2-14 DI5 digital input pin function 256 
P2-15 DI6 digital input pin function 256 
P2-16 DI7 digital input pin function 256 
P2-36 DI9 digital input pin function 34 
P2-37 DI10 digital input pin function 35 

P3-12 Remain unchanged with the parameters before 
the drive power being cut off. 256 

 

*Note: Please refer to the user manuals of Delta ASDA-A2 Series for more detailed information of parameters. 

 

3.2.2.3 Programming for New Projects 

 Operating process in the example 

 “MC_Power” will be triggered and enable two servo axes (Servo ON) after executing “Step 1”. 

 “MC_Home” will be triggered after executing “Step 2” to command both axes back to the home position. 

 Execute “Step 3” to trigger “MC_MoveRelative” so as to automate the action of two axes performing once for 
both positive and negative rotation, which means that the second axis will be triggered to rotate in positive 
direction after the first axis finishes its positive rotary. When the second axis finishes doing so, the first axis is 
triggered to perform negative direction of travel. Once the first axis finishes, the second axis starts moving in 
the negative direction to the end.) Finally, turn the “Step 3” to OFF. 

 The value of Counter_1 will be increased by 1 for each time positive and negative rotary completed. 
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 Programming with newly-created POUs 

 

1. First, create a new POU by right-clicking “Application” to choose “Add Object” and select “POU”. 

 

 

2. Input the name of the new POU in the “Name” field and choose LD language for “Implementation language”. When 
finished, click “Add” to add the new POU. 
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3. The newly added POU would be shown in the project tree, which needs to be added in Task by double-clikcing 
“EtherCAT_Task”. (Function blocks related to axis motion needs to be established in EtherCAT_Task to ensure 
normal operation of axes.)  

 

 

 

4. Click “Add Call” on the EtherCAT_Task page. 
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5. Click “OK” after choosing the newly-created POU. 

 

 

 

6. After adding the POU in EtherCAT_Task, “POU” will be shown on the lower half of the EtherCAT_Task page as well 
as in the project tree. Then click the POU from the tree, which is under the category of EtherCAT_Task. 
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7. With ladder logic programming language, add new commands by using the red-circled field marked with , while 
field  is for adding required Function or Function Block. 

 

 

 

8. Click on the desired place to add new commands on POU page, then select . 
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9. After the selected command is shown in the POU, click “???” to enter the name of instruction variable then press 
ENTER key to continue with the “Auto Declare” page. Click “OK” after checking whether “Type” is correct. 

 

 

 

10. Then add the ouput instruction by clicking on the desired place and choosing . 
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11. Click “???” to enter the name of instruction variable then press ENTER key to continue with the “Auto Declare” page. 
Click “OK” after checking whether “Type” is correct. 

 

 

 

12. The instruction names you have added previously will be displayed as well as the instruction types, where the name 
and type of the instruction can also be added directly. (Same operation for the examples in later discussion.)  

 

 

 

13. To add new function blocks, click and hold “Box With EN／ENO” then drag to . 

 

14. 
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Click “???” and insert the name of function block then press ENTER to display the function block. Insert the name 
and press ENTER key again, then “Auto Declare” window will pop up. Click “OK” after confirming the “Type” of 
function block is correct. 

 

 

15. Continue to click “???” and insert “TRUE”, then press the ENTER key. 
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16. Insert the name of servo drive to the Axis input pin of the function block and delete “???” of other pins, since the 
mark “???” does not represent any variables and errors may occur while parsing. 
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17. Complete the following programming example with the same operation process. 

 Create function blocks of MC_Power for both servo axis. 

 

 

 Continue to create MC_Home function blocks with additional condition for Execute, which MC_Home can be 
executed only if the axis status is Servo ON. 
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 Then create MC_MoveRelative function blocks to let both axes able to be switched between the left and right 
positions.  

 

 

 Create program to perform positive rotation of axis 1 & 2 then change to negative direction by means of the 
function blocks (MC_MoveRelative) created earlier. 

 

 

18. The value of Counter_1 will be returned to zero when execute AUTO. As soon as the positive and negative rotation 
being performed once, increase the value by one automatically. 
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3.2.3 Program Monitoring 
This section is concerned with the monitoring operation via the software DIADesigner-AX. When running a program, the 
current control status of system can be monitored and part of the device values are allowed to be modified for system 
testing as well.  

3.2.3.1 Setup Connection between Devices 

1. Double click on “Device”. (The default IP address for AX-308E is 192.168.1.5)  

 

 

2. Choose “Scan Network” after entering the “Device” page. 
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3. After the “Select Device” window pops up, choose “AX-308E” and click “OK”. 

 

 

4. Once the connection between the PC and the device is established, information of the device will be displayed as 
shown in the following figure marked by the red box. 
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3.2.3.2 Process Monitoring and Control 

1. The correctness of EtherCAT communication should be checked before program monitoring starts. After 
confirmation, double click on “EtherCAT_Master_SoftMotion”. 

 

 

2. Choose “Browse” after entering the EtherCAT_Master_SoftMotion page. 
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3. Select EtherCAT port “cpsw1” and click “OK”. 

 

 

4. After finish choosing network adaptor, the setting value of Source address (MAC) is displayed.  
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5. Click on the Compile button  to verify the correctness of program. 

 
 

 

6. Upon completion of compiling, a report message of programming errors and warnings is displayed.  

 

 

7. And then click on  to perform online monitoring. 
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8. The program needs to be downloaded after monitoring action is performed. When the download is completed, the 

status of PLC shows STOP until you click on  and the status would shift to RUN. 

 

 

9. When the PLC is in the RUN mode, the status would be displayed as  at the bottom of the page 
and the program is ready to be executed. 
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10. Double click on “Step 1” and the icon  will be shown. 

 

 

11. Right click on “Step 1” to select “Write All Values of ‘Device.Application” and all the corresponding status will be 
written in, which can also be performed by using the shortcut key Ctrl + F7. 
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12. After activating “Step 1”, axis 1 and 2 are under Servo ON mode. (Same operation to execute on the following 
programs.)  

 

 

13. Start homing for axis 1 and 2 by activating “Step 2”. 
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14. After starting "Step 3", axes rotate in positive direction then reverse, axis by axis. In addition, the value of 
Counter_1 will be increased by 1 for each time positive and negative rotary completed, until “Step 3” being turned 
off. 
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3.2.3.3 Monitor with Trace Tool 

1. A Trace makes it possible to record the value history of variables on the PLC, just like a digital sampling 
oscilloscope. To monitor the status of input/ output pins and axes with Trace function while executing the program, 
navigate to “Application” > “Add Object” > “Trace”. Then you’ll open the “Add Trace” window. 
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2. Insert the name of Trace then click “Add” on “Add Trace” window.  

 

 

 

3. After the Trace is successfully added, it will be shown in the project tree on the left side of the screen. Then double 
click on “Trace” to open the Trace page.  
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4. Click on “Configuration” on the Trace page to open the Trace Configuration window. 

 

 

5. Select “EtherCAT_Task” from the drop-down list of Task on the Trace Configuration window.  
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6. After finishing configuration, click “Add Variable” on the Trace page to open the Trace Configuration window. 

 

 

7. Click the button  on the Trace Configuration page to add the required trace variables or traceable parameters. 
After the Input Assistant window is opened, expand POU on the tree and select “Step 1” then click on “OK”. 
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8. Make sure the chosen variable is shown in the variable field of variable settings and then click “OK”. 

 

9. Afterwards, the added variable will be shown on the right side of the Trace page. 
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10. Right click on the Trace and select “Download Trace” to start monitoring.  

 

 

11. In case that there’re more than one variable or parameter need to be monitored, you can just right click on the scope 
and select “Convert to multi channel”. 
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12. After choosing “Convert to multi channel”, two data-recording oscilloscope will be displayed on the page for the two 
chosen variables added on the right. 

 

 

13. Repeat the above steps to add more required trace variables and traceable parameters. 
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14. While a program is running, you can observe trigger events and the current position of axis as well as the velocity 
via the data-recording oscilloscope. 

 

 

Introduction of the process shown on the scope: 

 Execute “Step1” to activate the servo axes via EtherCAT. 

 Execute “Step2” to make axes perform homing. 

 Execute “Step3” to trigger “MC_MoveRelative” to activate the axis 1 & 2 for rotating in positive and negative directions. 

 Axis 1 starts moving in the positive direction. 

 Axis 2 is activated for rotating in the positive direction right after axis 1 stopped. 

 Axis 1 is activated for rotating in the negative direction right after axis 2 stopped.  

 Axis 2 is activated for rotating in the negative direction right after axis 1 stopped.  
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3.3 Setup Projects with Pulse Output Features 
The example here demonstrates using positioning function to abort the previous instruction with single-axis servo drive 
after the servo motor finishes rotating at constant velocity. 

 

3.3.1 System Hardware Configuration 
The servo motor (ASDA-A2-M) is controlled with a servo drive in between the PLC and the motor with the emphasis on 
the pulse train signals output from the PLC controller. 

 

 

 Tools and materials 

Numbering Item Model Number Q’ty 
1 AS Series Power Module AS-PS02A 1 
2 AX-3 Series CPU Module AX-308EA0MA1T 1 
3 Power supply DVP-PS02 1 
4 Pulse output type Servo drive ASDA-A2-0421-M 1 
5 Servo motor ECMA-C10604ES 1 
6 Servo power cable ASD-ABPW0003 1 
7 Servo encoder cable ASD-ABEN0003 1 
8 CN1 Terminal board t ASD-BM-50A 1 

 

 PLC Controller combining ASDA-A2-M hardware configuration 

The wiring and hardware limit need to be configured on the controller so as to feature pulse outputs. 

(1) (2)
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(1) CN1 pin connector；(2) CN1 connector pin diagram. 
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 Introduction to CN1 signals 

Signals Pin No Features 

Position 
pulse 
(Input) 

PULSE 
/PULSE 

SIGN 
/SIGN 

PULL HI_P 
PULL HI_S 

43 
41 
36 
37 
39 
35 

Position pulse can be sent by the open collector (single-phase max. 
frequency 200 kHz). Three command types, which are CW/CCW pulse, 
pulse and direction, and A/B pulse, can be selected with the parameter   
P1-00. 
If open collector type is used when sending position pulses, CN1 should be 
connected to an external power supply for pull high. 

Position 
pulse 

(Output)  
OCZ 48 Encoder Z output (Open collector). 

Power 

VDD 17 VDD is the +24 V power provided by the drive and is for Digital Input (DI) 
and Digital Output (DO) signal. The maximum current is 500 mA. 

COM+ 
COM- 

11 
45 
47 
49 

COM+ is the common input of Digital Input (DI) and Digital Output (DO) 
voltage. When using VDD, VDD should be connected to COM+. If not using, 
it needs to apply the external power (+12 V ~ + 24 V). Its positive end should 
connect to COM+ and the negative end should connect to COM-. 

VCC 20 
VCC is the +12V power provided by the drive. It is used for providing the 
simple analog command (speed or torque command). The maximum current 
is 100 mA. 

GND 12 ,13 ,19 ,
44 VCC voltage is based on GND. 

DI1 SON 9 When the DI.SON is ON and the motor servo circuit can operate smoothly, 
this DO is ON. 

 

 

 

*Note: Please find ASDA-A2 Series User Manual for more detailed information about the signal configuration of ASDA-
A2-M. 
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3.3.2 Create New Projects and POUs 
3.3.2.1 Create a New Project 

1. First, open the programming software DIADesigner-AX. 

 

 

2. The display of DIADesigner-AX is shown as below. 
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3. Click on “File”. 

 

 

4. To create a new project, select "New Project" from the drop-down menu for DIADesigner-AX V1.0.0 or select 
“Standard Project” from the drop-down menu for DIADesigner-AX V1.1.0 or later. 
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5. Select “Project AX-308EA0MA1T” after entering New Project page. Name the project in the field of Name and 
choose a path to the archive location, then click OK to move to the next page. 

 

 

6. After entering the project page, double click the target object in the project tree on the left side of the page to open 
a certain program or configure settings of relating modules. 
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7. Double click on “BuiltIn_IO” to enter the I/O configuration page. 

 

 

8. Start configuring the I/O devices settings in AX-308EA0MA1T on the BuiltIn_IO page. 
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3.3.2.2 Axis Parameter Settings 

1. Select the checkbox of Pulse Output Axis 0 on the lower left side of the Configuration area. Then click “PoAxis 
Configuration” tab on the left to enter the page. 

 

 

2. Select the pulse output mode from the drop down list of “Mode” on PoAxis Configuration page. 
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3. In this example, choose “Ball Screw” as the mechanism type. 

 

 

4. Continue with gear setting, set 2,500 for “Command pulse per motor rotation” (This parameter should be 10000, 
which is four times the setting value 2500, as a result of the phase AB on the servo drive.) Set 10 for the screw pitch 
(Gear ratio set on the servo motor with P1-44 = 128, P1-45 = 1) and the user unit in this example is “mm”. 

(Gear ratio P1−44P1−45
= Motor Pulse per rotation

Command Pulse per rotation)  
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5. Since the mechanism is not equipped with a gearbox, the gear ratio for gearbox would be 1:1. 

 

 

6. After finish configuring gear ratio parameters, set the homing mode in homing setting. The homing mode should 
match the hardware configuration, which the descriptions of each mode in different cases are listed below. 
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7. For homing speed, set 10 for the speed during search for switch and set the homing speed to 5 mm/s during search 
for z phase pulse, then adjust the homing acceleration to 10 mm/s. (User unit: mm) 

 

 

3.3.2.3 Configure Parameters for Servo Drive 

There’re two ways to set the servo parameters. First is via the control panel on the servo drive while the second is to use 
the software called “ASDA_SOFT”. 

 

 

The display after activating the software ASDA_SOFT is shown as below. 
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1. After choosing the target COM port used to connect the servo drive under “On-Line” mode, click on “Start Auto 
Detect”. 

 

 

2. A message window will pop up if the detection is successful. 
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3. Click “OK” after confirming the communication is normal. 

 

 

4. The status is shown as  which means the PC is connecting to the servo drive’s com port. 
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5. Click  in the tool bar to enter the servo parameter page. 

 

 

6. As shown in the following figure, the field being circled by the red box on the upper part of the page displays all the 
servo parameters in groups. 
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7. Click  to upload all the servo drive’s parameters. 

 

 

8. Click “P2-XX” after the upload is completed, then click on the value of P2-XX parameter. 
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9. The setting value here can be modified by inputting the value directly or double-clicking on it to open the 
“Parameter Setting Helper” window. 

 

 

10. Choose the mode for “Functional Setting” and select for the “Input Contact” on the Parameter Setting Helper 
window, then click “OK” to finish.  
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11. A mark of * would appear next to the setting value when the value is changed. To import the changed value to the 
servo drive, click on it and press Enter key. 

 

12. After the value being imported, the mark * would disappear. In case that a large number of parameter values have 
been modified, you are allowed to download all the changed parameters to the servo drive in one time by clicking on

. 

 

 Introduction of servo parameters 

Parameter Function Setting value 

P1-00 External pulse train input type 0x0000 

P1-44 Gear Ratio (Numerator) 128 

P1-45 Gear Ratio (Denominator) 1 

P2-10 DI1 Functional Planning 0x0101 

P2-15 DI6 Functional Planning 0x0100 

P2-16 DI7 Functional Planning 0x0100 

P2-17 DI8 Functional Planning 0x0100 

*Note: Please find ASDA-A2 Series User Manual for more detailed information about the parameters. 
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3.3.2.4 Programming for New Project 

 Operating process in the example 

 “MC_Power” will be triggered and enable the servo axis (Servo ON) after executing “Step 1”. 

 “MC_Home” will be triggered after executing “Step 2” to command the axis back to the home position 0. 

 Execute “Step 3” to trigger “MC_MoveVelocity”. Then “MC_MoveAbsolute” will be triggered once the position 
of 300 is reached. At the same time, the axis is commanded to move back to position 0. The cycle will be 
repeatly executed until “Step 3” being turned off. 

 The value of Counter_1 will be increased by 1 for each time the cycle is completed. 

 Programming with newly-created POUs 

1. Change the name of Motion_PRG. Choose “Motion_PRG” and then ”Refactoring”, to change the name of 
Motion_PRG to POU, then click on “OK”. Meanwhile, a confirmation window will pop up to confirm if you want to 
automaticallly adapt all references within the project. Click on “Yes” to complete. 
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2. Double click on “POU” after name changed. 

 

 

3. With Ladder Diagram programming, add new commands by using the red-circled field marked with  , while field 
 is for adding required Function or Function Block. 
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4. Click on the desired place to add new commands on POU page, then select . 

 

 

5. After the selected command being shown in the POU, click “???” to enter the name of instruction variable then press 
ENTER key to continue with the “Auto Declare” page. Click “OK” after checking whether “Type” is correct. 
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6. Then add the ouput instruction by clicking on the desired place and choosing . 

 

 

7. Click “???” to enter the name of instruction variable then press ENTER key to continue with the “Auto Declare” 
page. Click “OK” after checking whether “Type” is correct. 

 

 

8. The instruction names you have added previously will be displayed as well as the instruction types, where the 
name and type of the instruction can also be added directly. (Same operation for the examples in later discussion.) 
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9. To add new function blocks, click and hold “Box With EN／ENO” then drag to . 

 

 

10. Click “???” and insert the name of function block then press ENTER to display the function block. Insert the name 
and press ENTER key again, then “Auto Declare” window will pop up. Click “OK” after confirming the “Type” of 
function block is correct. 
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11. Continue to click “???” and insert “True”, then press Enter key with the newly-added function block. 

 

 

12. Insert the name of pulse train to the Axis input pin of the function block. 
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13. Navigate to: “BuiltIn_IO” > “IEC Objects” > “Variable”, then enter “Pulse_Output_Axis_0” as the name of pulse output 
type axis. In addition, all the newly-added axes will be displayed on this page. 

 

 

14. Insert the name of servo axis to the Axis input pin of the function block and delete “???” of other pins, since the 
mark “???” does not represent any variables and errors may occur while parsing. 
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15. Set the status output of the function block to be Out2. (Later, Out2 would need to be configured to connect with a 
certain position of the external hardware.) 

 

 

16. Double click on “DIO” in the project tree. 
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17. Since the contact pins of external hardware are normally-closed, the polarity of IN0, IN1 and IN3 need to be 
changed to  on the DIO page. 

 

 

18. Click on “DIO I／O Mapping” tab after the polarity setting is completed. 
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19. Double click on the variable field of OUT2 then click  on DIO I／O Mapping page. 

 

 

20. Meanwhile, the output pin Out2 of POU needs to be mapped into a physical port (hardware) by expanding POU on 
the tree and selecting “Out2” then click “OK”. 
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21. After the configuration is completed, the words “Application.POU.Out2” will be shown in the variable field. Out2 will 
connect to the contactor OUT2 of the external hardware if there’s an output of POU. (The settings of hardware 
signals need to be configured here, if required.) 

 

 

22. Create the function block “DMC_Home_P”, mainly used for axes executing homing, with operations according to 
previous steps. 
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23. Create the function blocks “MC_MoveVelocity” and “MC_MoveAbsolute” according to previous steps and set one 
second delay time for activation. 

 

 

24. When “Auto” is executed, the value of “ Counter_1” will be cleared and then increased by 1 for each trigger event 
to MC_MoveRelative. 
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3.3.3 Program Monitoring 
When running a program, the current control status of system can be monitored and part of the device values are allowed 
to be modified for system testing as well. 

 

3.3.3.1 Setup Connection between Devices 

1. Double click on “Device”. (The default IP address for AX-308E is 192.168.1.5)  

 

 

2. Choose “Scan Network” on the Device page. 
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3. After the “Select Device” window pops up, select the “AX-308E” device and click on “OK”. 

 

 

4. When the device is connected with your PC, information of the device will be displayed as shown in the following 
figure marked by the red box. 
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3.3.3.2 Process Monitoring and Control 

1. Click on the Compile button  to verify the correctness of program. 

 

 

2. Upon completion of compiling, a report message of programming errors and warnings is displayed. 

 

 

3. And then click on  to perform online monitoring 
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4. The program needs to be downloaded after monitoring action is performed. When the download is completed, the 

status of PLC shows STOP until you click on  and the status would shift to RUN. 

 

 

5. When the PLC is in the RUN mode, the status would be displayed as  at the bottom of the page 
and the program is ready to be executed. 
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6. Double click on “Step 1” and the icon  will be shown. 

 

 

7. Right click on “Step 1” to select “Write All Values of ‘Device.Application” and all the corresponding status will be 
filled in, which can also be performed by using the shortcut key Ctrl + F7. 
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8. After activating “Step 1”, Servo ON will be TRUE. (Same operation method to execute the following programs.) 

 

 

9. Start homing for the axis by activating “Step 2” 
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10. After starting "Step 3", execute “MC_MoveVelocity “ to drive the axis moving to position 300mm at a constant 
speed, then execute “MC_MoveAbsolute” to reverse the axis back to position 0. In addition, the value of Counter_1 
will be increased by 1 for each rotary completed, until “Step 3” being turned off. 

 

 

3.3.3.3 Monitor with Trace Tool 

A Trace makes it possible to record the value history of variables on the PLC, just like a digital sampling oscilloscope. To 
monitor the status of input/ output pins and axes with Trace function while executing the program, navigate to 
“Application” > “Add Object” > “Trace”. Then you’ll open the “Add Trace” window. 
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1. Insert the name of Trace then click “Add” on “Add Trace” window. 

 

 

2. After the Trace is successfully added, it will be shown on the project tree on the left side of the screen. Then double 
click on “Trace” to open the Trace page. 
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3. Click “Configuration” on the Trace page to open the configuration window. 

 

 

4. Select “EtherCAT_Task” from the drop-down list of Task on the Trace Configuration window. 
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5. After finishing configuration, click “Add Variable” on the Trace page to open the Trace Configuration window. 

 

 

6. Click the button  on the Trace Configuration page to add the required trace variables or traceable parameters. 
After the Input Assistant window is opened, expand POU on the tree and select “Step 1” then click on “OK”. 
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7. Make sure the chosen variable is shown in the variable field of variable settings and then click “OK”. 

 

 

8. Afterwards, the added variable will be shown on the right side of the Trace page.  
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9. Right click on the Trace and select “Download Trace” to start monitoring. 

 

 

10. In case that there’re more than one variable or parameter need to be monitored, you can just right click on the scope 
and select “Convert to multi channel” 
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11. After choosing “Convert to multi channel”, two data-recording oscilloscope of the two chosen variables added on the 
right will be displayed on the page. 

 

 

12. Repeat the above steps to add more required trace variables and traceable parameters. 
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13. While a program is running, you can observe trigger events and the current position of axis as well as the velocity 
via the data-recording oscilloscope 

 

 

Introduction of the process shown on the scope: 

 Execute “Step1” to activate the pulse type axis 

 Execute “Step2” to make the pulse type axis perform homing. 

 Execute “Step3” and wait for one second to trigger “MC_MoveVelocity” and perform positive rotation. 

 Once the axis passes the position 300, MC_MoveAbsolute will be triggered to reverse the axis back to position 0 as 
well as aborting the previous function block. 
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3.4 Setup Projects with Virtual Master Axis 
In this example, a virtual axis is presented to be the master axis with the servo motor adopting the master-slave control 
function. 

3.4.1 System Hardware Configuration 
AX-308 connects to a servo driver (ASDA-A2-E) directly through EtherCAT communication port to control servo motor 
positioning which follows the virtual master axis. 

 

 

 

 Tools and materials 

Numbering Item Model Number Q’ty 

1 AS Series Power Module AS-PS02A 1 

2 AX-3 Series CPU Module 
AX-
308EA0MA1T 

1 

3 Power supply DVP-PS02 1 

4 Servo drive (EtherCAT)  
ASDA-A2-0421-
E 

1 

5 Servo motor 
ECMA-
C10604ES 

1 

6 Servo power cable 
ASD-
ABPW0003 

1 

7 Servo encoder cable ASD-ABEN0003 1 

8 EtherCAT communication cable (1 meter)  
UC-EMC010-
02A 

1 

 

 Configuring hardware limits for ASDA-A2-E 

Hardware limit is not required in this example, which features rotary axes. 
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3.4.2 Create New Projects and POUs 
3.4.2.1 Create a New Project 

1. First, open the programming software DIADesigner-AX. 

 

2. The display of DIADesigner-AX is shown as below. 
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3.  Click on “File”. 

 

 

4. To create a new project, select "New Project" from the drop-down menu for DIADesigner-AX V1.0.0 or select 
“Standard Project” from the drop-down menu for DIADesigner-AX V1.1.0 or later.  
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5. Select “Project AX-308EA0MA1T” after entering New Project page. Name the project in the field of Name and 
choose a path to the archive location, then click OK to move to the next page. 

 

 

6. After entering the project page, double click the target object in the project tree on the left side of the page to open 
a certain program or configure settings of relating modules 
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7. Double click on “Network Configuration” to create servo axes in the system. 

 

 

8. After entering “Network Configuration” page, select the servo drive slave based on EtherCAT and double click on it 
to add new axes 
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9. Move the cursor onto , then click and hold the left mouse button and drag the yellow line to connect with the 
line of EtherCAT_1 

 

 

10. After connecting with EtherCAT_1, the slave device is displayed in the project tree (fields with red borders) which 
also means it is successfully configured with EtherCAT communication. 
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11. After created the real axis, continue to build the virtual axis by right-clicking “SoftMotion General Axis Pool” and 
selecting “Add Device”. 

 

 

12. Expand “Virtual drives” object and choose “SM_Drive_Virtual” then select “Add Device” on the Add Device page. 
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13. “SM_Drive_Virtual” will be shown in the project tree after the virtual axis is created. 

 

 

14. Double-click on “EtherCAT_Master_SoftMotion”. 
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15. Set “Cycle time” to 2ms and “Sync offset” to 50 on the “EtherCAT_Master_SoftMotion” page. 

 

 

3.4.2.2 Axis Parameter Settings 

1. Select the first servo axis “SM_Drive_ETC_Delta_ASDA_A2” and double click on it to open the 
“SM_Drive_ETC_Delta_ASDA_A2” page. 
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2. Set the axis type to “Rotary Axis” and you will be able to configure the “Rotary Axis Modulo Setting” with a 
maximum setting value of 360 degrees. 

 

 

3. Choose “Round Table” to be the mechanism type as a result of rotary axis setting. 
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4. Then determine the proper gerar ratio by setting “Command pulse per motor rotation” to 1,280,000 and the user 
unit to 360 degrees. (Servo’s electronic gear ratio P1−44P1−45

= Motor Pulse per revolution
Command Pulse per rotation)  

 

 

5. Since the mechanism is not equipped with a gearbox, the gear ratio for gearbox would be 1:1. 
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6. When finished the configuration of gear ratio, click “Homing Setting” to enter the page. 

 

 

7. Choose Mode 33 for rotary axis type mechanism so as to perform homing depending on Z puls. The detailed 
descriptions of all homing modes are shown below. 
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8. Then set the proper homing speed which should match with the mechanism. 

 

 

9.  After finish the settings of gear ratio and homing mode, the parameters on the servo drive need to be tested for DI9 
and DI10 inputs placed on the servo as a result of hardware limit. To configure the pin functions of DI9 and DI10, 
double click on “ASD_A2_E”. 
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10. Click “Startup Parameters” tab on the ASD_A2_E page. 

 

 

11. Click “Add” to add new parameters on “Startup parameters” page. 
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12. Select “P1-44” and hold the Shift button to select multiple parametres. Then click OK to add the selected 
parameters. 

 

 

13. The selected parameters you’ve just added will be displayed on the list. 
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14. Set the values of servo’s gear ratio P1-44 and P1-45 to 1, which should match the gear ratio in axis parameters. 
(All parametres on this page will be downloaded to the servo after EtherCAT communication is established.) 

 

 

15. Use the same operation to configure the following parameters, which the DI4~DI7 should be turned OFF and the 
retentive parameters should be configured. 

 

 

 Servo parameters 

The following parameters and values are used for this example on the Startup Parameter page. 

Parameter Function Setting Value 
P1-44 Gear ratio numerator 1 
P1-45 Gear ratio denominator 1 
P2-13 DI4 digital input pin function 256 
P2-14 DI5 digital input pin function 256 
P2-15 DI6 digital input pin function 256 
P2-16 DI7 digital input pin function 256 

P3-12 Remain unchanged with the parameters before 
the drive power being cut off. 256 

 

*Note: Please refer to the user manuals of Delta ASDA-A2 Series for more detailed information of parameters. 
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16. After the configuration of real axes is completed, continue to set the virtual axes by double-clicking on 
“SM_Drive_Virtual”. 

 

 

17. Change the axis type to “Modulo” and the maximum value of modulo setting is 360. 
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3.4.2.3 Programming for New Projects 

 Operating process in the example 

 “MC_Power” will be triggered and enable two servo axes (Servo ON) after executing “Step 1”. 

 “MC_Home” will be triggered after executing “Step 2” to command the real axis back to the home position. 
While “MC_SetPosition” is required for returning the virtual axis to zero position. 

 Execute “Step 3” to trigger “MC_Jog” and the virtual axis starts to move. At the same time, “MC_GernIn” would 
be executed and the slave axis starts to follow. Once “Step 3” is aborted, “MC_Jog” will be stopped and 
“MC_GearOut” will be triggered. After the Done output of MC_GearOut becomes TRUE, “MC_Stop” is 
triggered to stop the slave axis. The whole process will be performed repeatly till the contact singnal of “Step3” 
is OFF. 

 The value of Counter_1 will be increased by 1 for each time the operation being executed automatically. 

 

 Programming with newly-created POUs 

1. First, create a new POU by right-clicking “Application” to choose “Add Object” and select “POU”. 
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2. Input the name of the new POU in the “Name” field and choose LD language for “Implementation language”. When 
finished, click “Add” to add the new POU. 

 

 

3. The newly added POU would be shown in the project tree, which needs to be added in Task by double-clicking 
“EtherCAT_Task”. (Function blocks related to axis motion needs to be established in EtherCAT_Task to ensure 
normal operation of axes.) 
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4. Click “Add Call” on the EtherCAT_Task page. 

 

 

5. Click “OK” after choosing the newly-created POU. 
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6. After adding the POU in EtherCAT_Task, “POU” will be shown on the lower half of the EtherCAT_Task page as well 
as in the project tree. Then click the POU from the tree, which is under the category of EtherCAT_Task. 

 

 

7. With ladder logic programming language, add new commands by using the red-circled field marked with  , 
while field  is for adding required Function or Function Block. 
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8. Click on the desired place to add new commands on POU page, then select . 

 

 

9. After the selected command is shown in the POU, click “???” to enter the name of instruction variable then press 
ENTER key to continue with the “Auto Declare” page. Click “OK” after checking whether “Type” is correct. 
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10. Then add the ouput instruction by clicking on the desired place and choosing . 

 

 

11. Click “???” to enter the name of instruction variable then press ENTER key to continue with the “Auto Declare” 
page. Click “OK” after checking whether “Type” is correct. 

 

 

12. The instruction names you have added will be displayed as well as the instruction types, where the name and type 
of the instruction can also be added directly. (Same operation for the examples in later discussion.) 
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13. To add new function blocks, click and hold “Box With EN／ENO” then drag to . 

 

 

14. Click “???” and insert the name of function block then press ENTER to display the function block. Insert the name 
and press ENTER key again, then “Auto Declare” window will pop up. Click “OK” after confirming the “Type” of 
function block is correct. 
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15. Continue to click “???” and insert “TRUE”, then press the ENTER key. 
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16. Insert the name of servo drive to the Axis input pin of the function block and delete “???” of other pins, since the 
mark “???” does not represent any variables and errors may occur while parsing. 
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17. Complete the following programming example with the same operation process. 

 Create function blocks of MC_Power for both axes. 
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 The function block “MC_Home” cannot be used with a virtual axis. Instead, MC_SetPosition can command the 
virtual axis to perform homing function. 

 

 

 Then create “MC_GearIn” to activate a master-slave coupling with MC_Jog to trigger the virtual axis to move. 
“MC_GearOut” will also be executed by stopping the virtual master axis. Once the slave is decoupled, it will retain 
its velocity and move at a constant speed, which would need MC_Stop to stop the movement.  
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3.4.3 Program Monitoring 
When running a program, the current control status of system can be monitored and part of the device values are allowed 
to be modified for system testing as well. 

 

3.4.3.1 Setup Connection between Devices 
 
1. Double click on “Device”. (The default IP address for AX-308E is 192.168.1.5)  

 

 

2. Choose “Scan Network” on the Device page. 
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3. After the “Select Device” window pops up, select the “AX-308E” device and click on “OK”. 

 

 

4. When the device is connected with your PC, information of the device will be displayed as shown in the following 
figure marked by the red box. 
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3.4.3.2 Process Monitoring and Control 

1. The correctness of EtherCAT communication should be checked before program monitoring starts. After 
confirmation, double click on “EtherCAT_Master_SoftMotion”. 

 

 

2. Choose “Browse” after entering the EtherCAT_Master_SoftMotion page. 
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3. Select EtherCAT port “cpsw1” and click “OK”. 

 

 

4. After finish choosing network adaptor, the setting value of Source address (MAC) is displayed. 

 

 

5. Click on the Compile button  to verify the correctness of program. 
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6. Upon completion of compiling, a report message of programming errors and warnings is displayed. 

 

 

7. And then click on  to perform online monitoring. 
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8. The program needs to be downloaded after monitoring action is performed. When the download is completed, the 

status of PLC shows STOP until you click on  and the status would shift to RUN.  

 

 

9. When the PLC is in the RUN mode, the status would be displayed as  at the bottom of the page 
and the program is ready to be executed. 
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10. Double click on “Step 1” and the icon  will be shown. 
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11. Right click on “Step 1” to select “Write All Values of ‘Device.Application” and all the corresponding status will be 
written in, which can also be performed by using the shortcut key Ctrl + F7.  

 

 

12. After activating “Step 1”, both axes are under Servo ON mode. (Same operation to execute on the following 
programs.) 
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13. Start homing for the real and virtual axis by activating “Step 2”. 

 

 

14. After activating "Step 3", “MC_Jog” is triggered to enable the virtual axis to move, which also triggers “MC_GearIn” 
to perform the following move of slave axis. When “Step3” turns False, “MC_Jog” and “MC_GearOut” are triggered 
at the same time and the virtual axis stops to move. The slave axis moves at a constant speed after being decoupled, 
then the function block “MC_Stop” will be executed to command a motion stop to the axis. 
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3.4.3.3 Monitor with Trace Tool 

1. To monitor the status of input/ output pins and axes with Trace function while executing the program, navigate to 
“Application” > “Add Object” > “Trace”. Then you’ll open the “Add Trace” window. 
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2. Insert the name of Trace then click “Add” on “Add Trace” window. 

 

 

3. After the Trace is successfully added, it will be shown in the project tree on the left side of the screen. Then double 
click on “Trace” to open the Trace page. 
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4.  Click on “Configuration” on the Trace page to open the Trace Configuration window. 

 

 

5. Select “EtherCAT_Task” from the drop-down list of Task on the Trace Configuration window. 
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6. After finishing configuration, click “Add Variable” on the Trace page to open the Trace Configuration window. 

 

 

7. Click the button  on the Trace Configuration page to add the required trace variables or traceable parameters. 
After the Input Assistant window is opened, expand POU on the tree and select “Step 1” then click on “OK”. 
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8. Make sure the chosen variable is shown in the variable field of variable settings and then click “OK”. 

 

 

9. Afterwards, the added variable will be shown on the right side of the Trace page. 
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10. Right click on the Trace and select “Download Trace” to start monitoring. 

 

 

11. In case that there’re more than one variable or parameter need to be monitored, you can just right click on the scope 
and select “Convert to multi channel”. 
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12. After choosing “Convert to multi channel”, two data-recording oscilloscope will be displayed on the page for the two 
chosen variables added on the right. 

 

 

13. Repeat the above steps to add more required trace variables and traceable parameters. 
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14. While a program is running, you can observe trigger events and the current position of axis as well as the velocity 
via the data-recording oscilloscope. 

 

 

Introduction of the process shown on the scope: 

 Execute “Step1” to activate the real axis and also the virtual axis. 

 Execute “Step2” to make both axes perform homing. 

 Execute “Step3” to trigger “MC_Jog” to activate the master axis. Meanwhile, “MC_GearIn” is also executed to 
command the slave axis move which follows the master axis. 

 After “Step3” turns False, the master axis will be stopped by “MC_Jog” and “MC_GearOut” is triggered at the same 
time to stop the virtual axis. Then the slave axis moves at a constant speed after being decoupled. Finally, the function 
block “MC_Stop” is executed to command a motion stop to the axis. 
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3.5 Setup Projects with Built-in Encoder as Master 
This example presents a servo motor with a master encoder to perform axis coupling.  

 

3.5.1 System Hardware Configuration 

AX-308 connects to a servo driver (ASDA-A2-E) directly through EtherCAT communication port to control the positioning 
of servo motors which follows the virtual axis. 

 

 

 Tools and materials 

Numbering Item Model Number Q’ty 

1 AS Series Power Module AS-PS02A 1 

2 AX-3 Series CPU Module AX-308EA0MA1T 1 

3 Encoder ES5-25LN8542 1 

4 Power supply DVP-PS02 1 

5 Servo drive (EtherCAT)  ASDA-A2-0421-E 1 

6 Servo motor ECMA-C10604ES 1 

7 Servo power cable ASD-ABPW0003 1 

8 Servo encoder cable ASD-ABEN0003 1 

9 EtherCAT communication cable (1 meter)  UC-EMC010-02A 1 
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 Configuration between encoders and motion controllers 

 Introduction to encoder’s function 

Numbering Color Function 

1 Brown 5V 

2 Blue 0V 

3 Black A 

4 Black/Red A  

5 White B 

6 White/Red B  

7 Orange Z 

8 Orange/Red Z  

 

 Connect the encoder to the controllers 
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3.5.2 Create New Projects and POUs 
3.5.2.1 Create a New Project 

1. First, open the programming software DIADesigner-AX. 

 

2. The display of DIADesigner-AX is shown as below. 
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3. Click on “File”. 

 

 

4. To create a new project, select "New Project" from the drop-down menu for DIADesigner-AX V1.0.0 or select 
“Standard Project” from the drop-down menu for DIADesigner-AX V1.1.0 or later.  
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5. Select “Project AX-308EA0MA1T” after entering New Project page. Name the project in the field of Name and 
choose a path to the archive location, then click OK to move to the next page. 

 

 

6. After entering the project page, double click the target object in the project tree on the left side of the page to open 
a certain program or configure settings of relating modules. 
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7. Double click on “Network Configuration” to create servo axes in the system. 

 

 

8. After entering “Network Configuration” page, select the servo drive slave based on EtherCAT and double click on it 
to add new axes. 
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9. Move the cursor onto , then click and hold the left mouse button and drag the yellow line to connect with the 
line of EtherCAT_1. 

 

 

10. After connecting with EtherCAT_1, the slave device is displayed in the project tree (fields with red borders) which 
also means it is successfully configured with EtherCAT communication. 
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11. Then click “BuiltIn_IO” in the project tree to open the BuiltIn_IO page. 

 

 

12. Select the checkbox of “Counter 0” since the first set is Counter in this example. To start the encoder, it must be 
configured with an external harware device. 
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13. Double click on “EtherCAT_Master_SoftMotion”. 

 

 

14. Set “Cycle time” to 2ms and “Sync offset” to 50 on the EtherCAT_Master_SoftMotion page. 
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3.5.2.2 Axis Parameter Setting 

1. Select the first servo axis “SM_Drive_ETC_Delta_ASDA_A2” and double click on it. 

 

 

2. Set the axis type to “Rotary Axis” and you will be able to configure the max modulo value for “Rotary Axis Modulo 
Setting” with a default value of 360 degrees. 
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3. Choose “Round Table” for the machanism type as a reault of rotary axis type used in this example. 

 

 

4. Continue with gear setting, set “Command pulse per motor rotation” to 1,280,000 and the user unit to 360 degrees. 
(Gear ratio P1−44P1−45

= Motor Pulse per revolution
Command Pulse per rotation)  
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5. Since the mechanism is not equipped with a gearbox, the gear ratio for gearbox would be 1:1. 

 

 

6. After finish configuring gear ratio relationship, click “Homing Setting” to enter the tab page. 
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7. Since the axis type is rotary, choose Mode 33 to execute homing instruction depending on Z pulse. The 
descriptions of each mode in different cases are listed below. 

 

 

8. Then configure the proper homing speed settings, which should match with the mechanism. 
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9. After finish the settings of gear ratio and homing mode, the parameters on the servo drive need to be tested for DI9 
and DI10 inputs placed on the servo as a result of hardware limit. To configure the pin functions of DI9 and DI10, 
double click on “ASD_A2_E”. 

 

 

10. Click “Startup Parameters” tab on the ASD_A2_E page. 
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11. Click “Add” to add new parameters on “Startup parameters” page. 

 

 

12. Select “P1-44” and hold the Shift button to select multiple parametres. Then click OK to add the selected 
parameters. 
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13. The selected parameters you’ve just added will be displayed on the list. 

 

 

14. Set both values of P1-44 and P1-45 to 1, which should match the gear ratio in axis parameters. (All the setting 
values on this parameter list will be downloaded to the servo drive once the EtherCAT communication is 
established.)  

 

 

15. Use the same operation to configure the following parameters, which the DI4~DI7 should be turned OFF and the 
retentive parameters should be configured. 
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 Servo parameter 

Use the same operation to configure the following parameters, which the DI4~DI7 should be turned OFF and 
the retentive parameters should be configured. 

Parameter Function Setting Value 
P1-44 Gear ratio numerator 1 
P1-45 Gear ratio denominator 1 
P2-13 DI4 digital input pin function 256 
P2-14 DI5 digital input pin function 256 
P2-15 DI6 digital input pin function 256 
P2-16 DI7 digital input pin function 256 

P3-12 Remain unchanged with the parameters 
before the drive power being cut off. 256 

 

*Note: Please refer to the user manuals of Delta ASDA-A2 Series for more detailed information of parameters. 

 

16. After the settings of real axis is completed, double click “BuiltIn_IO” to configure the encoder. 
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17. Click " Counter Configuration” on the BuiltIn_IO page. 

 

 

18. Select the counter mode. In this example, an encoder with AB two-phase pulse is used. 
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19. Choose “Rotary Axis” as the axis type, which the modulo is set to 360 degrees for a circle. 

 

 

20. “Round Table” is used as the machanism type in this example.  
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21. Continue to configure gear ratio settings, set “Command pulse per motor rotation” to 2500, which is for per encoder 
rotation, and the user unit is set to 360 degrees. 

 

 

22. Since the mechanism is not equipped with a gearbox, the gear ratio for gearbox would be 1:1. 
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3.5.2.3 Programming for New Projects 

 Operating process in the example 

 “MC_Power” will be triggered and enable two servo axes (Servo ON) after executing “Step 1”. 

 “MC_Home” will be triggered after executing “Step 2” to command the real axis back to the home position. 
While “MC_SetPosition” is required for returning the virtual axis to zero position. 

 Execute “Step 3” to trigger “MC_Jog” and the virtual axis starts to move. At the same time, “MC_GernIn” would 
be executed and the slave axis starts to follow. Once “Step 3” is aborted, “MC_Jog” will be stopped and 
“MC_GearOut” will be triggered. After the Done output of MC_GearOut becomes TRUE, “MC_Stop” is 
triggered to stop the slave axis. The whole process will be performed repeatly till the contact singnal of “Step3” 
is OFF. 

 The value of Counter_1 will be increased by 1 for each time the operation being executed automatically. 

 

 Programming with newly-created POUs 

1. First, create a new POU by right-clicking “Application” to choose “Add Object” and select “POU”. 
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2. Input the name of the new POU in the “Name” field and choose LD language for “Implementation language”. When 
finished, click “Add” to add the new POU. 

 

 

3. The newly added POU would be shown in the project tree, which needs to be added in Task by double-clikcing 
“EtherCAT_Task”. (Function blocks related to axis motion needs to be established in EtherCAT_Task to ensure 
normal operation of axes.) 
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4. Click “Add Call” on the EtherCAT_Task page. 

 

 

5. Click “OK” after choosing the newly-created POU. 
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6. After adding the POU in EtherCAT_Task, “POU” will be shown on the lower half of the EtherCAT_Task page as well 
as in the project tree. Then click the POU from the tree, which is under the category of EtherCAT_Task. 

 

 

7. With ladder logic programming language, add new commands by using the red-circled field marked with , while 
field  is for adding required Function or Function Block. 
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8. Click on the desired place to add new commands on POU page, then select . 

 

 

9. After the selected command is shown in the POU, click “???” to enter the name of instruction variable then press 
ENTER key to continue with the “Auto Declare” page. Click “OK” after checking whether “Type” is correct. 
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10. Then add the ouput instruction by clicking on the desired place and choosing . 

 

 

11. Click “???” to enter the name of instruction variable then press ENTER key to continue with the “Auto Declare” 
page. Click “OK” after checking whether “Type” is correct. 

 

 

12. The instruction names you have added previously will be displayed as well as the instruction types, where the 
name and type of the instruction can also be added directly. (Same operation for the examples in later discussion.)  
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13. To add new function blocks, click and hold “Box With EN／ENO” then drag to . 

 

 

14. Click “???” and insert the name of function block then press ENTER to display the function block. Insert the name 
and press ENTER key again, then “Auto Declare” window will pop up. Click “OK” after confirming the “Type” of 
function block is correct. 
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15. Continue to click “???” and insert “TRUE”, then press the ENTER key. 
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16. Insert the name of servo drive to the Axis input pin of the function block and delete “???” of other pins, since the 
mark “???” does not represent any variables and errors may occur while parsing. 
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17. Use the same operation to create “DFB_HCnt” function block after “MC_Power” has been created. 

 

 

18. Navigate to “BuiltIn_IO” > “IEC Objects” > “Variable” and enter the encoder’s name “Counter_0”. The name of each 
newly-added encoder axis will be shown here. 
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19. Insert the name of encoder to the Counter input pin of the “DFB_HCnt” function block and delete “???” of other 
pins, since the mark “???” does not represent any variables and errors may occur while parsing. (To enable the 
counter function, the function block “DFB_HCnt” is required.) 
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20. Add “MC_Home” function block to make real axis performs homing, while “DFB_PresetValue” is required for 
encoder to return the counter value to zero. 

 

 

21. When the encoder axis is taken as the master, insert “Encoder_Axis” to the Master input pin of “MC_GearIn”. 
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22. The counter value of DFB_HCnt is converted between unit and pulse counts, according to the parameters set for 
Encoder_Axis as shown below. 

 

 

23. Use MC_GearIn to make the real axis follow the encoder. MC_GearOut is executed when ‘Step3” being turned off. 
Then the slave axis moves at a constant speed after being decoupled. Finally, use the function block “MC_Stop” to 
command a motion stop to the axis. 
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3.5.3 Program Monitoring 
When running a program, the current control status of system can be monitored and part of the device values are 
allowed to be modified for system testing as well. 

 

3.5.3.1 Setup Connection between Devices 

1. Double click on “Device”. (The default IP address for AX-308E is 192.168.1.5) 

 

 

2. Choose “Scan Network” on the Device page. 
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3. After the “Select Device” window pops up, select the “AX-308E” device and click on “OK”. 

 

 

4. When the device is connected with your PC, information of the device will be displayed as shown in the following 
figure marked by the red box. 
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3.5.3.2 Process Monitoring and Control 

1. The correctness of EtherCAT communication should be checked before program monitoring starts. After 
confirmation, double click on “EtherCAT_Master_SoftMotion”. 

 

 

2. Choose “Browse” after entering the EtherCAT_Master_SoftMotion page. 
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3. Select EtherCAT port “cpsw1” and click “OK”. 

 

 

4. After finish choosing network adaptor, the setting value of Source address (MAC) is displayed. 

 

 

5. Click on the Compile button  to verify the correctness of program. 
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6. Upon completion of compiling, a report message of programming errors and warnings is displayed. 

 

 

7. And then click on  to perform online monitoring. 

 

 

8. The program needs to be downloaded after monitoring action is performed. When the download is completed, the 

status of PLC shows STOP until you click on  and the status would shift to RUN. 
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9. When the PLC is in the RUN mode, the status would be displayed as  at the bottom of the page 
and the program is ready to be executed. 

 

 

10. Double click on “Step 1” and the icon  will be shown. 
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11. Right click on “Step 1” to select “Write All Values of ‘Device.Application” and all the corresponding status will be 
filled in, which can also be performed by using the shortcut key Ctrl + F7. 

 

 

12. After activating “Step 1”, Servo ON changes to TRUE as well as activating the encoder. (Same operation to 
execute the following programs.) 
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13. Make the axis start homing and change the encoder value to zero by activating “Step 2”. 

 

 

14. After activating “Step 3” and just to rotate the encoder, the slave axis will start to follow. Once “Step 3” is aborted, 
“MC_GearOut” will be triggered. When the Done output of MC_GearOut changes to TRUE, “MC_Stop” is triggered 
again. (After being decoupled, the slave axis will move at the current velocity, which needs “MC_Stop” to stop its 
movement.) 
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3.5.3.3 Monitor with Trace Tool 

To monitor the status of input/ output pins and axes with Trace function while executing the program, navigate to 
“Application” > “Add Object” > “Trace”. Then you’ll open the “Add Trace” window. 
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1. Insert the name of Trace then click “Add” on “Add Trace” window. 

 

 

2. After the Trace is successfully added, it will be shown on the project tree on the left side of the screen. Then double 
click on “Trace” to open the Trace page. 
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3. Click “Configuration” on the Trace page to open the configuration window. 

 

 

4. Select “EtherCAT_Task” from the drop-down list of Task on the Trace Configuration window. 
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5. After finishing configuration, click “Add Variable” on the Trace page to open the Trace Configuration window. 

 

 

6. Click the button  on the Trace Configuration page to add the required trace variables or traceable parameters. 
After the Input Assistant window is opened, expand POU on the tree and select “Step 1” then click on “OK”. 
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7. Make sure the chosen variable is shown in the variable field of variable settings and then click “OK”. 

 

 

8. Afterwards, the added variable will be shown on the right side of the Trace page. 
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9. Right click on the Trace and select “Download Trace” to start monitoring. 

 

 

10. In case that there’re more than one variable or parameter need to be monitored, you can just right click on the scope 
and select “Convert to multi channel”. 
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11. After choosing “Convert to multi channel”, two data-recording oscilloscope of the two chosen variables added on the 
right will be displayed on the page. 

 

 

12. Repeat the above steps to add more required trace variables and traceable parameters. 
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13. While a program is running, you can observe trigger events and the current position of axis as well as the velocity 
via the data-recording oscilloscope. 

 

 

Introduction of the process shown on the scope: 

 Activate “Step 1” to enable the axis and the encoder. 

 Activate “Step 2” to make the real axis perform homing and return the counting value of encoder to zero. 

 MC_GearIn will be triggered after activating Step3 and command the axis controlled via EtherCAT to follow the encoder 
axis. Once the master axis rotates, the slave axis will starts to follow the master axis. 

 MC_GearOut is triggered after “Step 3” is deactivated. When the Done output of MC_GearOut shifts to TRUE, MC_Stop 
is triggered to command a deceleration stop to the slave axis. 
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